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Welcome to the MiCloud Partner Go-To-Market (GTM) Guide. Mitel® 

understands the needs of our channel partners and we have prepared an 

easy-to-follow resource guide to help you launch your cloud demand plan. 

This guide will provide you the blueprint needed to create an effective go-to-

market plan, including MiCloud training, sales enablement tools and demand 

generation assets and content to assist you in executing your marketing plan. 

No need to make things complicated, we’ve narrowed it down to four simple 

steps. Each step has links to folders to that can be downloaded easily.

If you require additional support for planning a custom cloud marketing 

campaign, please work with your respective Field Marketing contact or Sales 

lead on the request.

Introduction

Prepare Your Pitch2Listen and Learn1
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The first step for our partners to begin selling quickly and efficiently is 

learning the ins and outs of our MiCloud portfolio of products. Our MiCloud 

Sales Professional Training provides an overview of our entire portfolio and 

dives into the features and benefits they offer to end-customers. All training 

is conveniently located via our online Learning Management System and 

can be taken at your own pace.

Our full Mitel Sales Professional curriculum for MiCloud Retail Agents 

solutions counts toward your partner level requirements for sales 

certifications. It will take six hours to complete all required courses to earn 

your certification. 

2016 Mitel Sales Professional Certification - MiCloud  

Retail Solutions

1. Listen and Learn

Please contact your Channel Account Manager if you need to obtain your 

login credentials.

• Introduction to the Cloud

• MiCloud Office

• MiCloud Business

• MiCloud Enterprise

• MiCloud Contact Center

• Call Recording

Sales Training Login

https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
https://mitel.absorbtraining.com/#/login
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Equip your organization to sell Mitel cloud solution with our sales enablement 

content designed to help prepare and support your team of salespeople. Our 

library of resources will ensure they understand how Mitel’s cloud solutions 

will engage and support the business needs of their prospects. Sales playbooks 

guide sales professionals on key product positioning, identifying buyer personas 

and how to communicate clearly with those buyers, product details, and assist 

with uncovering customer problems so they can make sales based on solutions 

and capabilities.

2. Prepare Your Pitch

MiCloud Office

MiCloud Business

MiCloud Enterprise

MiCloud UCaaS

MiCloud Verticals

Sales Resources

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7d95bhc9qelg25a/AAC2l_8pXHq4hTaAUrEpRgSma?dl=0


MiCloud Business Call    
Accounting Reports Guide   
for the End User
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Now that you have your training and sales 

enablement tools to ensure you’re ready to 

effectively sell Mitel’s cloud solutions to your 

prospects and customers, you will also need 

customer-facing content to market your 

business to potential customers. Whether 

you send an email, print handouts or use this 

content to conduct a presentation, we have 

you covered. We organized all external-facing 

assets by MiCloud product to support your 

selling efforts.

3. Acquire Your Assets

MiCloud Office

MiCloud UCaaS

MiCloud Business

MiCloud Hospitality

MiCloud Enterprise

MiCloud Education

MiCloud Office Overview
Born in the cloud and designed for today’s mobile workforce, MiCloud Office is a 

game-changing communications solution built to deliver measurable business impact.   

Increase the capabilities of your business phone system while reducing costs with  

MiCloud Business, a cloud communication solution that delivers the flexibility business owners 

and IT directors need to migrate to the cloud at a pace that is right for their organizations.

MiCloud Business 
Cloud Communications Solution

Increase the capabilities of your communication system while reducing costs 
with a solution that delivers the flexibility you need to move to the cloud at the 
best pace for your organization.

With a communications solution designed to increase velocity and maximize productivity while staying fiscally responsible 

businesses can win in highly competitive markets. 

The Power of Choice 

MiCloud Business offers three license options to choose from. Unique in the industry, MiCloud Business’ mix-and-match 

ability allows decision makers to tailor functionality to user needs instead of offering a one size fits all phone system.

Perfect for reception areas, Essentials users 

can receive phone calls, operate common call 

control features and set up a voice mailbox.

Essentials

Best for most users, Premier users gain 

the Essentials feature set while adding 

mobile capabilities, presence indicators, 

collaboration, web portal management, 

and a full features mobile application and 

desktop client. 

Premier

For highly mobile employees with increased 

technical needs, Elite users gain the Premier 

feature set while adding additional connected 

devices, collaboration, and business application 

integration with the company CRM. 

Elite

The Mitel MiCloud Business Solution

Mitel MiCloud Enterprise  
Sales Battlecard
Background

Mitel® MiCloud Enterprise delivers a comprehensive 

communications suite that combines IP telephony, 

unified communications and collaboration into 

one managed service offering for mid- to large-

sized organizations. Organizations can improve 

communication and teamwork without the 

capital expenditure or support overhead normally 

associated with an on-premise deployment.

Key drivers

Try to establish the key driver(s) behind the 

requirement early in the conversation.

• Is the organization implementing a cloud 

based IT strategy?

• Do they need access to advanced unified 

communications and collaboration without 

capital expenditure?

• Are they struggling to identify resources  

to implement and support an  

on-premise solution?

• Do they have an urgent requirement,  

for example, a new site or temporary 

project office?

• Are they a highly distributed business with 

multiple offices, home and mobile workers?

Implementation

KEY QUESTIONS TO ASK

1.  WHAT IP CONNECTIVITY IS AVAILABLE AT  
EACH SITE?

Adequate connectivity is a key enabler for  

cloud communications.

2.  HOW MANY OFFICE / KNOWLEDGE, MOBILE 
AND REMOTE WORKERS DO THEY HAVE?

Four user license options are available (see license 

feature matrix).

3.  WHAT TELEPHONES AND SPECIALIST DEVICES 
ARE REQUIRED?

A wide range of telephones, attendant consoles, 

conference units and accessories are available.

4.  IS THE CUSTOMER INTERESTED IN LEASING 
OR BUYING TELEPHONES, SPECIALIST DEVICES 
AND ACCESSORIES?

Devices can be purchased outright, or rented for a 

low monthly fee.

Resources
• MiCloud Enterprise customer slide deck

• MiCloud Enterprise customer brochure

• www.mitel.com/products/micloud/

mitel-micloud-enterprise

Benefits

IMPROVED BUSINESS AGILITY

• Supports businesses with multiple offices, 

home and mobile workers

• Better communication and teamwork 

facilitated by IP telephony, unified 

communications and collaboration

• Benefit from new technology immediately – 

rapid deployment without capital outlay

• Adapts to changing business needs

SIMPLIFIED SUPPORT

• Managed communications with an agreed 

service level

• Software assurance, upgrades and support 

are included

• No need for specialist in-house resources

FINANCIAL GAINS

• Predictable cost - price per user per month

• OPEX vs. CAPEX - Free up capital to invest 

in core business activities

• Integrate mobile devices to reduce  

call charges

Mitel MiCloud UCaaS
Sales Battlecard
Background

Mitel® MiCloud UCaaS delivers a comprehensive 

communications suite that combines IP telephony, 

unified communications, collaboration and customer 

interaction into one managed service offering for 

organizations with 50 to 50,000 users. Organizations 

can improve communication and teamwork without 

the capital expenditure or support overhead normally 

associated with an on premise deployment.

Key Drivers

Try to establish the key driver(s) behind the requirement 

early in the conversation:

• Is the organization implementing a cloud based IT strategy?

• Do they need access to advanced unified communications 
and collaboration without capital expenditure?

• Are they struggling to identify resource to implement and 
support an on premise solution?

• Do they have an urgent requirement, for example, a new site 
or temporary project office?

• Are they a highly distributed businesses with multiple offices, 
home and mobile workers?

Implementation

KEY QUESTIONS TO ASK

1. WHAT IP CONNECTIVITY IS AVAILABLE AT  
EACH SITE?

• Adequate connectivity is a key enabler for  
cloud communications

2. HOW MANY OFFICE / KNOWLEDGE / MOBILE /
CONTACT CENTER WORKERS AT EACH SITE?

• Simple user licence options are available (see license 
feature matrix)

3. WHAT TELEPHONES AND SPECIALIST DEVICES  
ARE REQUIRED?

• Wide range of telephones, attendant consoles,  
conference units and accessories

4.  TELEPHONES AND SPECIALIST DEVICES  
ARE REQUIRED?

• Buy or lease?

• Existing Mitel customers migrating to cloud may  
have devices

Resources
• MiCloud UCaaS customer slide deck

• MiCloud UCaaS customer brochure

• mitel.com/solutions/cloud-communications

Benefits

DERIVED FROM SHARED SERVICES

• Delivered from a secure, high availability data center

• Shared hardware realizes cost savings

• Technical specialists are on hand 24/7

IMPROVED BUSINESS AGILITY

• Supports businesses with multiple offices, home and 
mobile workers

• Better communication and teamwork facilitated by IP 
telephony, unified communications and collaboration

• Adapts to changing business needs

CUSTOMER INTERACTION

• Support voice, email, fax, web chat, and social media 
interaction. Integrate with IMAP email systems  
(eg: Microsoft Exchange or Gmail)

• Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and advanced routing  
to intelligently manage caller expectations though 
self-service menus and in queue announcements

• Browser-based tools for forecasting and reporting  
on agents and queues, managing contact center  
performance and traffic analysis

• Call recording in support of compliance and  
quality monitoring

SIMPLIFIED SUPPORT

• Managed communications with an agreed service level

• Software assurance, upgrades and support are included

• No need for specialist in house resources

FINANCIAL GAINS

• Benefit from new technology immediately – rapid  
deployment without capital outlay

• Integrate mobile devices to reduce call charges

• Predictable cost – price per user per month

• Free up capital to invest in core business activities

MiCloud Enterprise brings mobility, simplicity and customer centricity   
to enterprise communications and collaboration. 

Unify communications and business applications into a single, seamless and secure solution designed to improve 

customer experiences and increase productivity. 

Custom for Your Business 

Builds functionality as you require it and scales as the needs of the business change.

Mitel MiCloud Enterprise  

For business users that want the flexibility and power of 

Mitel voice and real-time communications applications. 

Primarily for desk centered users with collaboration 

requirements such as presence and chat.

Entry Bundle | $24.99

 Perfect for office knowledge workers who need a full suite 

of calling and real-time collaboration features along with 

unlimited local and long distance calling plans. Includes 

select application integrations with SalesForce, Google 

and Microsoft Lync, improving business processes. 

Standard Bundle | $34.99

Ideal for executives, road warriors and other knowledge 

workers who need the full suite of calling features along 

with unlimited local and long distance calling plans. 

Transitioning easily between desk phone, mobile phone 

and PC phone; being always and easily accessible. 

Includes application integrations with SalesForce.com, 

Google and Microsoft Lync, bringing business data to 

the user enabling decision making immediately. 

Premium Bundle | $39.99

Enhanced extensions providing functional coverage 

for lobbies and meeting rooms with business 

communications features. 

Extension Bundle | $15

Entry Analytics

Access powerful call data  

visualization via a pre-defined 

dashboard and wallboard

• Call metrics

• Monitor performance

• Export and email

• Analyze voice quality

• Mobile optimized

Analytics Report

Manage service levels and  

make informed decisions about  

your business

• Browse an extensive catalog 

of reports

• Incoming call analytics

• Schedule reports 

• Executive reports

• Customized dashboards  

and wallboards.

Advanced Analytics

Monitor up-to-the-minute  

analytics to meet SLAs and 

commitment targets

• Real time reporting

• Essential team statistics at  

a glance

• Monitor call handling 

presence

• Staff resourcing

MiCloud Office: Business Analytics
Gain insights that optimize business performance using powerful data visualization on 

intuitive dashboards to see real-time analytics to better resource plan your agents and 

fine tune your system for optimal performance.

Born in the cloud, designed for today’s mobile workforce, built to deliver 
measurable business impact

With a communications solution designed to operate mobile first, cloud-enabled, and millennial focused, growing 

businesses can stay nimble while operating with the sophistication of a global enterprise. 

The Power of Choice 

MiCloud Office offers three license options to choose from. Unique in the industry, MiCloud Office’s mix-and-match 

ability allows decision makers to tailor functionality to user needs instead of offering a one size fits all phone system.

Perfect for reception areas, Essentials users 

can receive phone calls, operate common call 

control features and set up a voice mailbox.

Essentials

Best for most users, Premier users gain the 

Essentials feature set while adding mobile 

capabilities, presence indicators, internal 

collaboration, web portal management, 

and a full features mobile application and 

desktop client. 

Premier

For highly mobile employees with increased 

technical needs, Elite users gain the Premier 

feature set while adding additional connected 

devices, a unified inbox with fax, internal and 

external collaboration, and business application 

integration with the company CRM. 

Elite

The Mitel MiCloud Office Solution

Cloud Communications
Mobile-Ready, Customer-Focused, Cloud-Driven

Cloud communications brings mobility, simplicity and customer centricity to enterprise communications 

and collaboration. Created in the cloud with a mobility-first mindset, unify your communications 

and business applications into a single, seamless and secure solution designed to improve customer 

experiences and increase productivity. Cloud Communications builds functionality as you require 

it and scales as the needs of the business change.

Delight Your Guests

Good communications is at the heart of every successful hotel. Our 

customers enjoy flexible, scalable, secure communications, optimized 

to meet the needs of the hospitality industry, from small economy 

hotels to some of the world's most famous luxury hotels.

Mitel MiCloud Hospitality

Let your TCO drive your move 
to the cloud.

An Industry on the Move

The world is on the move and that is good news for the hospitality industry. While the overall 

outlook for the tourism and hospitality industry is high, so is the competition. Now more than 

ever, hoteliers know they must compete for customer loyalty by providing an exceptional guest 

experience while at the same time keeping their rates competitive.

Mitel MiCloud Hospitality

Let your TCO drive your move  
to the cloud.

Mitel MiCloud for Education – 
Business Edition

Mitel® MiCloud for Education – Business Edition is an affordable and feature-rich  
phone system for schools and districts that do not have the budget to implement a  

costly premise-based phone system.

Mitel’s MiCloud for Education is centered around Mitel’s MiVoice Business Platform delivering an innovative 

cloud-based communications solution that:

•  Is reliable and provides great call quality

• Is easily administered through an intuitive web portal

• Eliminates the need for expensive, on-site IT equipment

• Offers voice resiliency and disaster recovery

• Features e911 to the classroom

•  Centralizes and unifies communications of multiple locations

Mitel MiCloud for Education – 
Enterprise Edition

Mitel® MiCloud for Education – Enterprise Edition is an affordable and feature-rich  
phone system for schools and districts that do not have the budget to implement a  

costly premise-based phone system.

Mitel’s MiCloud for Education is centered around Mitel’s MiVoice Enterprise platform delivering an innovative 

cloud-based communications solution that:

•   Is reliable and provides great call quality

• Is easily administered through an intuitive 

web portal

• Eliminates the need for expensive, on-site 

IT equipment

• Offers voice resiliency and disaster recovery

• Centralizes and unifies communications of 

multiple locations 

• Features available e911 to the classroom

• Delivers a highly customizable user experience 

• Features local site survivability at  

an additional cost

 Mitel MiCloud Hospitality

An Industry on the Move

The world is on the move and that is good news for 

the hospitality industry. Yet while the overall outlook 

for the tourism and hospitality industry is high, so is 

the competition. Now more than ever, hoteliers know 

they must compete for customer loyalty by providing 

an exceptional guest experience while at the same time 

keeping their rates competitive.

Today’s technologies affect every aspect of a guest’s 

experience - from reservations to checking in, in-room 

services, staying connected, checking out and payment, 

and reporting on customer satisfaction. Technology also 

affects the hotel staff’s ability to operate most efficiently 

and best serve its customers. Smart property owners know 

the technologies they choose can be a huge differentiator 

in the experience of their guests, and ultimately the 

success of their business.

Leveraging Leadership and the Cloud

As both an undisputed leader in providing communication 

solutions for the hospitality industry, as well as the fastest 

growing provider of cloud-based communications 

solutions, Mitel is the perfect choice to help hoteliers 

meet today’s challenges. Mitel’s strategy is to leverage the 

power of the cloud to deliver highly integrated hospitality 

solutions that reduce operating costs, increase revenues 

and most importantly, assist property owners in providing 

an exceptional guest experience.

For over 42 years Mitel has been devoted to providing 

solutions for the hospitality business. In fact, no other 

vendor in this space has been continuously dedicated 

to the hospitality industry as long as we have. Mitel 

is an approved standard by all the major brands. We 

interoperate with all the leading property management 

systems (PMS) as well as other leading hospitality 

applications.

Mitel is also an undisputed leader in the cloud. A report 

issued by Synergy Research Group earlier this year 

confirms Mitel as the global market share leader in 

cloud communications, powering nearly 20 percent of 

all cloud communications based on subscriptions and 

seats. As of Q1 2015, Mitel has more than 1.1M cloud seats 

installed globally.  We power more than 33 million cloud 

communications every single day!

Now, Mitel its combining its experience and leadership 

in both hospitality and cloud services and is pleased to 

announce its new MiCloud Hospitality Service, a low cost 

voice communications service designed specifically for 

the hotel industry.

MiCloud Unified 
Communications 
As A Service

Mitel enables partners 
to offer Unified 
Communications  
as a Service (UCaaS) 
More and more businesses are looking to grow 
without incurring a significant increase in real estate 
and human resources. Cloud communications can 
help businesses achieve these objectives through 

better communication and collaboration.

Mitel MiCloud is a scalable business communications 

service that allows organizations to dramatically reduce the 

capital investment, complexity and support cost associated 

with an on-premise solution. When combined with secure 

resilient network connectivity, your customers have access 

to a comprehensive communications suite that includes 

IP telephony, unified communications and collaboration in 

one managed service. 

MiCloud UCaaS has been designed to provide Mitel 

Authorized Partners with a simple, cost effective way 

of offering cloud based business communications to 

customers. Mitel hosts and supports the service in a secure 

Tier 4 data center and the channel partner leverages 

their existing skills; Customer requirement understanding 

implementing the solution and managing the ongoing 

relationship.

A simple, cost-effective way of offering 
cloud communications

• MiCloud UCaaS enables Mitel Authorized Partners 
to offer cloud based communications without 
making an upfront investment in data center 
infrastructure or specialist cloud resources.

• Mitel takes care of the data center, licence 
provisioning and third line support, leaving you 
to focus on the customer’s needs, configure their 
solution and manage the ongoing relationship.

Protect your base by expanding  
your portfolio

• Many organizations around the world are 
familiar with Mitel as a supplier of business 
communications. Our users enjoy the same feature 
rich communications environment on-premise, 
in the cloud or as a hybrid deployment. Your 
customers may be reviewing their IT strategy, 
engaging with specialist cloud partners and 
making plans for the future. Having a Mitel cloud 
communication offering enables you to protect 
your base and secures your place at the table! 

Build value in your business through 
recurrring cloud revenue

• Cloud providers are working in a growing market 
with predictable recurring revenue streams. 
As new users are added, cloud revenue grows 
exponentially. As a result, the market places a 
higher value on businesses offering cloud services.

Your opportunity to create a highly 
differentiated cloud offer

• MiCloud UCaaS delivers a wide range of cloud 
communication capabilities extending from 
reliable, feature rich voice through to messaging, 
collaboration and mobile working. 

• Option to add multimedia contact center, call 
recording and business analytics.

• By combining MiCloud with your own business 
applications and services, your business can offer 
unique solutions focused on specific business 
challenges or industry sector needs. 

MiCloud UCaaS

MiCloud Enterprise
Mobile-Ready, Customer-Focused, Cloud-Driven Communications

MiCloud Enterprise brings mobility, simplicity and customer centricity to enterprise 

communications and collaboration. Created in the cloud with a mobility-first mindset, MiCloud 

Enterprise unifies communications and business applications into a single, seamless and secure 

solution designed to improve customer experiences and increase productivity. MiCloud Enterprise 

builds functionality as you require it and scales as the needs of the business change. 

MiCloud for Education
A Cloud-Based Communications Platform for K-12 Systems

What’s your legacy phone system really costing you? Poor communication? Limited collaboration? Complexity   

instead of flexibility? If you’re still faced with these problems, it’s time to turn to Mitel and the cloud for a better solution.

Mitel’s cloud-based communications platform helps school districts better address today’s communication challenges:

• Unified communications (voice, email, text, etc.)

in a single solution

• Enterprise-class features and reliability including

emergency services

• Seamless interoperability across mobile devices and

different numbers/locations

• E-Rate approved for federal funding

• A complete solution from a global communications

leader, Mitel

Customer-facing Content

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/476pcs8dfn2slbm/AACLOU-_xHyzshZGCcr79GPia?dl=0


Whitepapers/eBooks
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In order to stand out in a crowded marketplace, partners 

need to establish cutting-edge campaigns that expand 

across many channels and multiple touches including email, 

social media, and your company website. We want to make 

it easy for our partners to plan and execute lead generation 

campaigns. The final step in our guide provides access to 

cloud-specific assets and campaigns to drive sales-ready 

leads into your organization. Whether you’re planning to 

target your existing customer base or new prospects, our 

library of content is sure to help you position your business 

as a thought leader in cloud communications. 

Today’s buyers are research savvy. As they go about their 

research there are a series of stages through which they 

travel as they develop from simple researchers to solution 

selectors. The Buyer’s Journey is the representation of these 

stages. Early stage content pieces such as infographics and 

videos are easy to share and help boost brand awareness. 

Whereas, whitepapers and e-books are focused on specific 

business pain points and industry-wide trends.

4. Fill Your Funnel

Awareness

Consideration

Purchase

Advocacy

Case Studies 

Infographics 

Videos 

Press Releases 

Analyst Reports

Promotions 

The Buyer’s Journey

Fill Your Funnel continued on next page

Marketing Assets

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/muuq8b3v53zyk84/AADwTxLzovpWrvCwkawLiYxaa?dl=0
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We understand partners don’t have a lot of time to spend 

creating marketing campaigns so we’ve done the heavy 

lifting for you. Select from a variety of different types of 

cloud communications lead generation campaigns. From 

campaigns that are easy to download and execute through 

your own marketing automation tools to fully integrated 

marketing campaigns which Mitel Cloud Marketing can help 

you implement. Depending on what is best for your business, 

you can choose one or you can even work with us on multiple 

campaigns. Please engage Field Marketing or your Sales 

representative for campaigns from options 2 or 3.

Option 2: Cloud Webinar plus Email Campaign

Thinking about hosting a webinar to generate leads and create 

marketing qualified leads? No problem. We’ll even provide a subject 

matter expert to present and join you on the webinar. If you need us 

to help with the email invitation and registration, we can do that too. 

This campaign includes a webinar abstract, presentation, and email 

campaign to help you nurture leads after the webinar is done.

Option 3: Cloud Communications Missing Puzzle Campaign

This campaign is a fully-integrated marketing campaign which 

includes a custom partner-branded microsite, whitepaper, and  

email campaign.

Option 1: Cloud SMB Email Campaign

This campaign includes six email templates and six co-brandable 

thought leadership assets for inclusion in your email campaign. 

Go to Campaign >>

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ul2zq53gkqcaecc/AACgdYDd1mhcS5e_rY3QB6Oaa?dl=0
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